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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-483/83-01(DE)

Docket No. 50-483 License No. CPPR-139

Licensee: Union Electric Company
Post Office Box 149
St. Louis, MO 63166

Facility Name: Callaway Plant, Unit 1

Inspection At: Callaway Site, Callaway County, MO

Inspection Condu ed: Ja ary 24-28, 1983

Inspector:' R. Wohld JE 83.

.

Approved By . Reyes, ief G Ak/t.2
Test Program Section '

Inspection Summary

Inspection on January 24-28, 1983 (Report No. 50-483/83-01(DE))
Areas Inspected: Routine announced inspection to inspect and review pre-
operational test program procedures, motor-operated valve setup and testing,
system release package control, and followup on previously opened items. The
inspection involved 40 inspector-hours onsite and 72 inspector-hours offsite
by one hTC inspector, including no inspector-hours onsite during off-shifts.,

Results: Two unresolved items and no items of noncompliance were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

*J. N. Kaelin, Superintendent of Startup
*R. L. Powers, Superintendent, Site QA
*D. Brady, Startup Frogram Coordinator
*R. L. Huston, Test Program Coordinator
*R. R. Williams, Test Program Surveillance Group Supervisor4

*J. V. Laux, Supervisory Engineer, QA Startup
*R. K. Cothren, Engineering Coordinator
*J. L. Marden, QA Consultant

,
*M. J. Pechar, QA Consultant

; E. J. Power, Assistant Technical S.upport Coordinator
E. H. Smith, Assistant Superintendent of Startup
R. F. Hornak, Startup Engineer
E. Heinz, Startup Group B Supervisor
D. E. Shafer, UENE, Licensing
D. J. Walker, UENE, Licensing

* Denotes those attending the exit interview.

Additional plant technical and administrative personnel were contacted by
the inspect.or during the course of the inspection. *

2. Licensee Action on Previous Items

a. (Closed) Open Item (483/82-11-10): This item concerned the 125V
vital inverters which did not meet some of their original design
specifications. The matter was brought to the attention of
Bechtel and addressed by them in response to Startup Field Report
SFR-2-NN-013A. The recommendation was to accept the inverters;

as is and to revise the specifications. This was done after
verifying that Westinghouse equipment supplied from the 125V
vital inverters could accept 118V 5%, which is within the vital
inverter capability.

b. The status of other open items was discussed with the licensee.
While some appeared ready for closure, additional inspection
effort will be needed to close them. Others required additional
licensee action which was discussed with Startup personnel.

!
3. Safety Injection Flow Verification Test Procedure (CS-03EM02) (Draft

Test Procedure Review)

The inspector discussed his review of draft test Procedure CS-03EM02,
Safety Injection Flow Verification. Problems were identified with
the criteria where the test'resulcs were not extrapolated to limiting
design basis accident conditions. Also, the source of some of the
criteria was not adequately specified, making it difficult for the
inspector to review and make a reasonable judgement of the criteria
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acceptability. In general, the draft test procedure needs improve-
ment in meeting the FSAR commitment in Question 640.10, Revision 7,
September 1981 which states, "The specific criteria is clearly iden-
tified in each procedure...available for review...," and in meeting
the criteria documentation requirements as specified in Regulatory s

Guide 1.33, Revision 2, C.5 which refers to ANSI N18.7-1976, 5.2.19.1,
which states "The test procedure should list... acceptance criteria and
reference sources..." Also, Regulatory Guide 1.116 refers to
ANSI N45.2.8-1975 which requires, " Measures shall be established...for
documenting... testing to verify conformance to specified requirements,"
indicating that test criteria should be clearly traceable to "specified
requirements."

Other areas discussed included (1) an apparent need to improve and
expand " valve closure" testing, including particularly the RWST to
safety injection pump and centrifugal charging pump suction isolation
valves, and (2) ideas on what appears needed to verify redundant flow
path valving and redundant flow isolation.

Other items were discussed relative to the test. The licensee had
already identified improvements needed in the test and is revising
the procedure. The final test procedure will be reviewed when avail-
able. No items of noncompliance were identified (nor were they
considered because of the preliminary nature of the test document).

4. FSAR Question 640.10 on Preoperational Test Acceptance Criteria

During review of draft test Procedure CS-03EM02, Safety Injection Flow
Verification, the FSAR 640 serien questions were surveyed for commitments
applicable to the test. Question 640.10 appeared of special interest
because it addressed test acceptance criteria. While noting problems
with the criteria in CS-03EM02, the Q640.10 response was not'ed to
generally defer the submittal of specific test criteria for many tests
until the time of preoperational test procedure completion. Delaying
the submittal of criteria in this manner results in the convergence in
time, subsequent to considerable test procedure development work, of
the first NRC technical review of detailed criteria, the Region III
inspector determination of compliance, and actual testing. The
technical review aspect of this convergence is very untimely and poorly
suited in several respects to both the NRC and licensee processes.

It appears that more definitive and comprehensive criteria were needed
prior to the licensee's developing a final test procedure for the
safety injection system as evident from the inspector's review of the
draft procedure which showed a number of questionable areas. The area
of test criteria will be the subject of further evaluation. This is

an unresolved item (483/83-01-01).

No items of noncompliance were identified. '
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5. Motor-Operated Valve Torque Switch Settings

The inspector reviewed Generic Procedure CS-06ELO6, Motor-Operated
Valves, reviewed completed data sheets used for MOV setup, and discussed
the procedure with startup personnel. The valve setup procedure appeared
generally adequate with appropriate administrative controls. However,
there appears to be a technical deficiency in the setting of the MOV
torque switches.

Valve setup personnel indicated that the torque switches are set under
passive fluid system conditions, that the initial setting did not guarantee
valve operability under limiting fluid system process conditions, and that
preoperational testing would identify any need for increased torque switch
setting above the initial setting. The problem is that limiting conditions
against which many M0V's are functionally required to operate may require
additional stem thrust load beyond that which is availabic during initial
setup, preoperational test, or lifetime maintenance and surveillance. The
torque switch setup procedure in CS-06ELO6 does not allow for this need
for increased thrust nor do preoperational test procedures assure that
adequate margin exists in the switch settings.

It is tne inspector's opinion that assuring MOV operability will require
design input for thrust requirements; a program for setting the torque
switches to allow for maximum thrust requirements; and, a valve test and
surveillance program that assures adequate margin in the settings to allow
for the difference between test conditions and limiting conditions for the
valve. (Margin should also be considered for mechanical deterioriation,
etc.)

Regardless of the corrective action, the current valve setup and
testing activity does not appear adequate to meet the requirements of
ANSI N45.2.8-1975, Item 5.2, Preoperational Testing, "...to assure that
operation is in accordance with the design criteria and functional re-
quirements." The inspector needs additional information from the
licensee as to why there may not be a problem, or, a program needs to

i be proposed and implemented.

Acceptable resolution, including any necessary field implementation,
isconsideredimportant}osupportacceptanceofpreoperationaltesting.
Subsequent to the site inspection, the inspector became aware of some
possibly significant INPO activity in this area, efforts to address MOV
problems at other plants, and that valve operability remains an outstanding
issue in the Callaway Safety Evaluation Report, Items 1.7(4) and 3.9.3.2.
Further awareness of activity in these areas should be helpful in resolving
the torque switch problem identified. This is an unresolved item

(483/83-01-02).

No items of noncompliance were identified. -
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6. Release Package Review

Release package SU2-RP-455-BGB-2(Q), CVCS Seal Injection and Return,
was reviewed for adherence to Union Electric Startup Administrative
Instruction, SAI-7, System Release for Testing. Release Exceptions
(RE) were reviewed for their impact on test requirements and for
acceptable completion milestones.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

7. Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Suction Piping Overpressure Protection

The inspector explained a possible mechanism for overpressurizing the
auxiliary feedwater pumps' suction piping. Protection was shown to be
possible either by operational control of the pump miniflow isolation
valves or by a design change such as by adding a small relief valve to
each pump's suction line.

The licensee understands the overpressurization potential and indicated
a startup Field Report (SFR) would be written for further evaluation of
this item.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

8. Enforcement Guidance

A copy of a Region III internal memorandum on Enforcement Guidance from
John Streeter, Chief, Project Branch 2, January 6, 1983, was given to
the licensee as a matter of information. The inspector noted that it
is intended primarily for operating plants and represents current,
informal interpretations of enforcement policy within the Region and not
a uniform Regional policy. The inspector pointed out that the enforce-
ment policy is importantly tied to Plant Technical Specifications which
the licensee is now developing.

9. Unresolved Items

; Unresolved items are matters abaut which more information is required
in order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items or items of
noncompliance. Unresolved items disclosed during the inspection are
discussed in Paragraphs 4 and 5.

?

; 10. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
on January 28, 1983. The inspector summarized the scope and findings of
the inspection. The licensee acknowledged the statements made by the

' inspector with respect to items discussed in the report.
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